News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, May 5, 2024 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Puget Sound Energy, the state’s largest utility, is warning customers it could turn off power in some communities to prevent its power lines from sparking what? (MAIN)
2. Pakistan has recorded its wettest April since ________, with more than double the usual rainfall for the month, the national weather center said. (MAIN)
3. TODAY IN HISTORY: Schoolteacher John T. Scopes was charged in Tennessee with violating a state law that prohibited teaching the theory of evolution. (Scopes was found guilty, but his conviction was later set aside.) What year did this take place? (MAIN)
4. TODAY IN HISTORY: Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. became America’s first space traveler as he made a 15-minute suborbital flight aboard Mercury capsule Freedom 7. What year did this take place? (MAIN)
5. ________ ____ __________ marks the anniversary of the 1862 victory by Mexican troops over invading French forces at the Battle of Puebla. The triumph over the better equipped and more numerous French troops was an enormous emotional boost for the Mexican soldiers led by Gen. Ignacio Zaragoza. (MAIN)
6. Japan and India on Saturday decried remarks by U.S. President Joe Biden describing them as “xenophobic” countries. What does that mean? (MAIN)
7. The missing zebra, a Western Washington sensation, was found Friday night near North Bend after nearly a week on the loose. The mare, whose name ________, was publicly revealed Friday, escaped from her owner’s trailer April 28 in North Bend along with three other zebras. (MAIN)
8. Once found throughout the Columbia River Basin, the ashy _____________ and the shortface ________ have disappeared from much of Washington. The Center for Biological Diversity hopes to change that. (MAIN)
9. What horse won the Kentucky Derby and how much does the owner win? Who is that amount split with? (SPORTS)
10. There’s a fancy name for the common human failure to see past the gaudy prices largely created by inflation. This widespread inability to recognize what money is really worth is known as what? (BUSINESS)